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Navigating M&A in Uncertain Markets 

The last twelve years has been a robust market for M&A and capital raises for technology companies. Lately 

with volatile markets like we’ve had in 2022 (the worst drop in S&P500 in the last 50 years after the “2008 

Crash” as per Financial Times) and potentially being on the cusp of a recession, the question of “are the 

market conditions right” frequently comes up in the minds of investors and executives interested in 

exploring M&A. This article covers some of the tailwinds which will continue to support M&A activity in the 

foreseeable future. 

 
 

   
 

At Allied Advisers, our senior bankers have had the benefit of experience having advised on several 
transactions in 2008 as well as through early parts of Covid in Q2, 2020 when the M&A markets were 
extraordinarily challenging. 

We remain bullish that the rapid digital transformation driven by software which is permeating every 
industry will continue to drive significant M&A opportunities in the technology sector. 

Below are a few considerations that will positively impact M&A in volatile markets like those we are 
experiencing currently: 

1. Record dry powder capital with Private Equity (PE) and Strategics 

Mega funds have been raised and sponsors are sitting on a record level of dry powder, estimated1 to be $1.9T1 
as of June 2022; with leverage the amount is as large as $7.5T. While the current market turmoil and increase 
in borrowing rates have slightly dampened the pace of PE investments, the financial sponsor industry will 
continue to be a major driver of M&A. 

 

 
1 MarketsGroup 

Despite the recent public & private market meltdown, we have seen blockbuster deals this year such as; 

Proposed Acquisition by 

Cloud Computing / Virtualization 
Technology company 

Deal size: $61B 

Proposed Acquisition by 

Video Game Company  

Deal size: $69B 

PE Fund managers are not paid to sit on cash and will always find a way to make investments regardless 

of market and economic conditions. 

https://www.alliedadvisers.com/
https://www.marketsgroup.org/news/Private-Equity-Dry-Powder
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As recently as Q2, 2022, PE players with cash on hand seized the moment to pick up iconic public companies 
that have undergone sizeable valuation drops. Below are some notable transactions which closed in Q2,2022.  

 

We expect that there will be several attractive candidates for acquisition among the many technology 
companies who will be taken private by PE firms.  

In addition, strategic parties accumulated large cash piles early on during the pandemic that continue to 
bolster their balance sheets. Historically strategics have been involved in ~70% of all technology 
acquisitions. 

 

Strategics continue to see M&A as a key driver of inorganic revenue growth and ability to bring new 

technologies and teams in-house and the current environment with the valuation reset creates a fertile deal 

making environment.2 

 
2 Allied Advisers’ various databases [Data as of July 2022] 

In 2021, PE investors accounted for 25% of total buyout value and 31% of deal count, in tech deals, 

comprising by far the largest share for any single sector. 

$1.9T 
Dry Powder 

3-4x 
Potential Leverage 

>$7.5T 
Potential PE Deal 

Firepower 

Has been acquired by 

Enterprise SaaS  
(Business Planning) 

June 2022 
Deal size: $10.4B 

Has been acquired by 

 Enterprise SaaS  
(Security) 

April 2022 
Deal size: $6.9B 

Acquired by an investor group led by 

SaaS  
(Customer Support) 

June 2022 
Deal size: $10.2B 

Has been acquired by 

Data Centre Company  

May 2022 
Deal size: $11B 

Has been acquired by 

Automotive DMS 

April 2022 
Deal size: $8.3B 

Cash balances, including short-term investments, at top 100 technology companies is $756.5B2. 
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2. Limited private financing and IPO / SPAC makes M&A attractive 

Privately held companies seeking capital for sustenance and growth will be challenged in volatile markets for 

raising financing. Venture deals for technology companies have been significantly impacted as investors have 

become more selective, focusing on companies that are able to meet revenue targets, are profitable or have a 

clear near-term path to profitability. The chart below shows the declines in volume and valuation of VC deals 

in 2022 as compared to 2021 for technology companies. High profile companies like Klarna recently raised 

$800M slashing its valuation by 85% per Reuters and there are other late stage private companies which have 

seen similar down-rounds. 

Capital Invested and Median Pre-money Valuation for US VC Tech Company Deals 3 

 

As the private financing market has cooled and financing processes are taking longer, more companies are 

considering the exit route to ensure sustainability, growth or to avoid the risks of enduring a long 

recessionary cycle. Shareholders may be motivated to achieve a reasonable result now versus waiting for a 

couple of years for the market to recover and getting to the same outcome, impacting returns. 

IPO market 

 

SPAC IPOs are significantly down as well in line with traditional IPOs. Investors have also been spooked by 

inflation in the US and the Ukraine war; see also related Allied Advisers’ report on how inflation impacts 

technology companies’ valuation. 

US Tech IPOs 3 

 

* ABB postpones $750M electric-mobility IPO, and Justworks postpones $214M HR Software IPO  

 
3 Allied Advisers’ various databases 
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39.2 33.9 
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69.0 75.0 
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Total Offer Value ($M) Number of IPOs

The IPO market reacts quickly to public market turmoil. There has been a dramatic slowdown in IPO 

activity in 2022 after a record year in 2021; see chart below. 

https://www.alliedadvisers.com/post/inflation-why-technology-companies-should-care
https://www.alliedadvisers.com/post/inflation-why-technology-companies-should-care
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The dramatic decline in the IPO and late-stage financing market leaves fewer options other than M&A for 

late-stage private companies to achieve liquidity for shareholders and makes PE or strategic exit option more 

appealing. 

3. Select technology sectors continue to be resilient attracting buyers 

  

Companies with advanced technologies, large addressable markets, great product-market fit, strong 

differentiation, mission critical software and superlative teams will do well in M&A and become attractive 

targets for strategic and PE. Strategies often do the “buy vs. build” analysis and frequently decide it is better 

to buy than build and PE firms evaluate how they can bolster growth with capital and disciplined growth.  

At Allied Advisers, we have also advised clients on exits to Fortune 50 buyers, who while having reduction in 

force have seen the value technology, revenue and team brings to their portfolio, which helped get them the 

business support to move forward with an acquisition despite their own business challenges. We also have 

had clients who have decided to take PE financing vs. a full exit to a strategic as they believed they could have 

better control and grow faster with a growth investment and take some chips off the table and get a better 

exit via roll-over equity a couple of years later. 

4. Stable financial performance will maintain and even enhance valuation 

In volatile markets and recessionary environments, the focus of investors shifts from aggressive growth to 

measured growth with a path to near-term profitability. The following factors will help in attracting interest 

from strategic and PE firms in M&A transactions: 

• Revenue achievement in the near term: companies that are hitting their sales numbers and have a 

clear path to achieving their sales targets over 1-2 years are more attractive 

– Revenue with Margins come into higher focus: companies that do better in M&A have lower cash 

burn; the tradeoff between growth and profit is more skewed to profits in challenging markets.  

  

– This may be a good time to prune your costs to be more inline and closer to meeting and exceeding 

the Rule of 40 metrics. 

• Business KPIs: For SaaS companies, investors look at metrics such as ARR/MRR growth rates, Net 

Revenue Retention (NRR), Gross Margins, Customer Lifetime Value (LTV), Customer Acquisition Cost 

(CAC) and others to be among the best in the company’s peer group. See related article by Allied Advisers 

on How-does-a-company-get-a-premium-valuation 

5. Valuation adjustments gets new strategic buyers out of the woodworks 

The rapid rise in private company financing valuation at 50x, 100x or more ARR had many disciplined buyers 
priced out of the market. We are seeing increasing outbounds from corporate development at these 
companies to us who are now looking to deploy capital more aggressively into acquiring companies. 

Allied Advisers are seeing from our client’s deal flow that certain technology sectors continue to hold 

strong – AI/ML, DevOps, Automation, Cybersecurity, Data Analytics and Cloud, Business Productivity 

Software etc. 

Allied Advisers has demonstrated in its report Saas-rule-of-40 that software companies that 

clearly exceed the Rule of 40 enjoy 2x – 3x valuation premium compared to companies that fall 

below the Rule of 40 benchmark. 

https://www.alliedadvisers.com/post/crunchbase-news-how-does-a-startup-get-a-premium-valuation-here-are-the-key-drivers
https://www.alliedadvisers.com/post/brief-analysis-saas-rule-of-40-july-2022-update
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Company4 Job Listings 
Company 
Status 

 

Director, Corporate Development (M&A) Public 

 

Vice President, Corporate Development Public 

 

Senior Director, M&A – Global Corporate Development Public 

 

Director, Corporate Development and Acquisitions Public 

 

Director, Corporate Development M&A Private 

 

Vice President, Corporate Development and Strategy Public 

 

Director, Corporate Development Private 

 

Director, Corporate Development IPO in Pipeline 

 

Senior Director, Corporate Development Public 

 

Director, Strategy and Corporate Development Public 

 

Director, Corporate Development and Ventures Public 

     Director, Corporate Development Public 

6. Increasing number of non-tech buyers purchasing technology companies 

 

 

 

 
4 LinkedIn [Data as of July, 2022] 

We are also noticing firms hiring Corporate Development professionals and movements of Corporate 

Development staff across different firms4 which bodes well for M&A. 

Board members and executives are watching “software eating the world” and “AI/ML being infused in 

products” and “data being the new oil” and also traditional industry (taxi, digital print, FinTech, retail, 

hotel, movies) being disrupted such as ones shown below. Rather than be beaten or become extinct like 

Blockbuster, they want to be part of and lead the digital transformation. 

Taxi 

Industry 

Digital 

 Print 
FinTech Retail  

Landscape 

Hotel 

Industry 

 

Blockbuster 
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Acquirer Target Rationale / Objective 
Deal Value 

($M) 

Industrial/ 
Engineering 

 

 

Accelerate Emerson’s software strategy to capitalize on 
technology segments 

8,494 

 

 

Expand Rockwell’s industrial cloud software offering 2,220 

 

 

The acquisition enables Xometry to expand its buyer 
and seller base while significantly enhancing its global 
digital marketplace for manufacturers 

297 

Publishing 

  

Expand News Corp. business-to-business digital 
information portfolio  

1,150 

 

 

The Credly acquisition is another important step in 
accelerating our strategy in the workforce skills market 

200 

Automotive 
 

 

Accelerate Bridgestone’s delivery of sustainable tire-
centric and cloud-based mobility solution 

391 

Restaurants 

 

 

Accelerate delivery technology capabilities by deploying 
AI kitchen order management 

55 

 

 

Technology is expected to allow for faster, simpler, and 
more accurate order taking at the Drive Thru 

300 

Manufacturing 

  

Expand total addressable market by integrated AI 
company in agriculture, providing a differentiated in-
season solution 

300 

  

Enhance Ingersoll service offerings with digital controls 
and IIoT production management systems  

110 

  

Adding Sunfig to the existing solar business significantly 
increases company’s presence in the domestic solar 
energy market. 

4 

Insurance 

  
Benefit from Verikai’s predictive risk tool and 
Marketplace platform 

120 

  

The acquisition helps Hagerty to expand its ecosystem 
of automotive lifestyle products and services, helping 
members buy, sell and rent collector cars. 

15 

  

The acquisition enhances Stewart Title Guaranty 
Company's real estate data and analytics offerings at the 
front-end of the transaction lifecycle 

175 

Retail 
  

Walmart says customers will be able to use the Zeekit 
technology to virtually try on items from brands 

NA 

Allied Advisers professionals have extensive experience in successfully advising companies on exit to 

non-strategic technology buyers and understand the dynamics and filter through which they value 

technology business. 
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7. Run a competitive process and show scarcity 

While valuation analysis and current comparable yields a certain baseline value, competition for your 
company from PE or strategic (ideally both) helps to achieve premium valuation. We have often been in 
situations where there is a wide range of valuations when a process is run as strategic, and PE have different 
abilities to pay and assess synergies differently. Well prepared companies create multiple options by 
generating multiple term sheets from PE and strategics, thereby making it competitive. 

 

In summary, the key factors noted above drive M&A deals even in the toughest of environments and we wish 
you the best in navigating this carefully. Feel free to contact us at  info@alliedadvisers.com if we can be 
helpful in your journey. 

 

Allied Advisers: Investment Banking for Technology Companies and Investors 

Allied Advisers is a global technology-focused boutique advisory firm focused on investment banking for 

entrepreneurs and investors. The Silicon Valley-based firm, with a presence in Los Angeles, Israel, and India, 

serves entrepreneurs and investors of technology growth companies globally on strategic advisory including 

M&A and capital raises. Allied Advisers bankers have completed technology transactions globally for clients 

with Fortune 50 buyers and top tier Private Equity firms. Contact: info@alliedadvisers.com 

 

 

 

An experienced investment banking advisor can help companies in the process of evaluating and 

creating multiple options. At Allied Advisers, we have helped our clients achieve successful exits and 

capital raises and closed 13 transactions since COVID. In addition, in Q2, 2022, we announced several 

recent transactions including one with a $8B PE fund for an infrastructure software company and one 

for a leading AI company with the world’s largest game network and have couple of transactions slated 

to close in Q3, 2022. 

 

mailto:info@alliedadvisers.com
mailto:info@alliedadvisers.com
https://www.alliedadvisers.com/

